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ClassMate SA
ClassMate is a beautifully simple product – it includes a
,
and 1000’s of accessible learning activities, all tailored to the needs of your students. ClassMate includes our top 50
software titles including thousands of progressive and engaging
educational activities taking students on their first steps of
interaction with technology, to making independent choices.
No Internet connection needed, all software is pre-installed and
ready to go. Touch or switch settings are built into all activities
enabling access for all early learners and those with physical
difficulties.
The tablet provides independent power, flexibility for positioning,
portability and convenient connectivity for your peripherals and
assistive access devices. Can be used as a tablet or notebook
with the detachable keyboard. For full tablet specifications see pg
8-9. With optional wireless Switch Access.
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Reading Pen

Attention Tracker

This amazing little device has been revised and will now
scan a word or a whole line from printed text and then
display it in large characters. It will read the word to you
and then show or read a definition from the Oxford
Concise Dictionary. If you are left-handed it flips its
display over. With an English voice, simple menu
operation and enhanced scanning, you can also lock
the dictionary access for use in tests.
It will display syllables, spell
words letter-by-letter,
read reversed out words
- even words split
between two lines!
The Reading Pen has
adjustable speech
volume, speed
and pitch.
It is small &
handy, and
batteries
are
included.

Create timed tasks and manage children in a nonintrusive manner with the Attention Tracker. This simple
device is easily operated by the teacher though
remote control and allows children to self monitor their
behaviour. It can be used with all children who may
have attention issues. Teachers or children can set the
task time, 5, 10 or 20 minutes and the red, amber and
green lights will indicate how far
through the task you are.
Reward or reprimand by
adding or taking away
time using the remote
control. The Attention
Tracker can also be
used in counter mode
where points are
awarded for good
behaviour. Requires 3
x AA batteries and the
remote control requires
2 x AAA batteries.
Dimensions: H11 x W12 x
D12cm.

Time Timer

Pop-up Concentration Desk Barrier

Unlike regular timers, the Time Timer gives a graphic
concrete depiction of the time remaining in an activity.
This helps learners with Autism and other learning
difficulties, to have a better sense of how long they are
expected to participate in a task, often leading to
reduced anxiety and improved engagement. Its small
size and durable, lightweight construction make it simple
to carry. The clock can play an optional audible signal
when the time has expired. One AA battery required
(not included).
Sizes available: 3" (8 cm) , 8" (20 cm)
and 12" (30 cm).

This barrier is an essential piece of equipment that can
be used in the classroom and placed between pupils to
play barrier games or encourage independent working.
It helps to reduce visual over-stimulation by creating a
neat, small space in which it is easier to concentrate on
the task. Ideal as a privacy partition for children with
concentration problems. Lightweight and easily folded
and stored in a small bag. Barrier size: H32cm x W117cm.
Partition Size: H32cm x W32cm x L32cm. The barrier needs
to be used on a flat, unvarnished surface and suction
pads work best when moisture is added.

Easi-Scope Digital Microscope

Rainbow Easi-Scope Set

An excellent classroom tool for magnification. Be amazed
by how easy it is to use our hand held digital microscope.
This simple plug and play device attaches to your
computer via USB and includes its own LED lighting system.
Hold the Easi-Scope over the object, focus by turning the
top then take videos or still images using the single control
button at up to x 43 magnification (on a 17" monitor). A
wireless version is also available with a 10m range - move
around and magnify anything in your environment while
displaying it on your monitor.

Easi-Scope is now available as a colourful set of 6.
Rainbow Easi-Scope is child friendly and a great
resource for in class investigation, or for those with visual
impairment.
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Simply plug into a laptop or PC and see everyday
objects close up! Windows and Mac compatible
software provided. Magnifies up to 43 times.
LED lighting system in each microscope.
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Easi-View Pro Magnifier

Talk Tracker - Group Recorder

Easi-View Pro is a premium quality visualiser. Position
items under the camera, connect it to a projector or
computer and show everything on your interactive
whiteboard, live as it happens. Or use it as a support for
people with visual impairment to project onto a screen.

A wireless group microphone which records up to 4
hours of direct speech. It is small, light and easy to use.
Files are stored as MP3 or WAV, which are then easily
transferred to your computer via USB. Use in meetings
to record minutes, or use the Talk Tracker to keep track
of how children are progressing with their peer
interaction. Simple to use, this great
resource can be placed within a
group of children to record
their conversations.
Playback on the device
or simply download via
USB. Charged
through USB. People
should be informed they
are being recorded. Use in
business, AAC progress
reporting, role play,
debating, 2nd language
practice and more!

The powerful zoom allows you to view
detail often not visible to the
human eye. Take pictures or
video using the camera
function and record audio
via the internal microphone.
Tripod base for stability.
This visualiser features
a 5 megapixel camera
6x manual zoom and
4 x super bright LEDs
on a separate
gooseneck.

Easi-Headphones
Robust headphones with replaceable parts,
designed especially for schools. With an ultraflexible and comfortable headband, they are
easy and robust to wear. To make them last
longer, and for improved hygiene, the ear
cushions and quick release cable are
replaceable! The ear cushions have been
designed to cover the whole ear to
minimise outside noise and to increase
comfort. The cable is quick release to
reduce strain. Available in packs of 1, 10 or 15.
Suitable for 5 to 16 years.

Don't miss these Educational Resources...!
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